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Allen Pruitt

It’s just a lot of nonsense.
What Joseph is asked to believe.

Think about it for just a minute.
Would you believe it?

If your fiancee came to you,
saying she was going to have a baby,

but “don’t worry,
I didn’t run out on you;
I’m pregnant by the Holy Spirit.”

Joseph had done everything right,
his whole life.

And he was going to keep doing right,
even by this girl who had cheated on him

and then lied to him
with this crazy story

about the Holy Spirit
and the messiah,

even telling him that it was going to be a boy
and what to name him!
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No thanks.
He was tempted, Jospeh was,

to do all that the law allowed.
He was tempted to name her an adulteress

and have her stoned.

But he didn’t figure his honor was worth all that.
She had hurt him,

but she was just a girl,
with her whole life ahead of her.

And so he would send her off,
quietly,
with whatever blessings he could muster.

These were Jospeh’s thoughts,
as he laid himself to bed,

tired and achy with the day’s work.

At his age the hammer was heavy
and the plane and the lathe

were sometimes more than he could manage.

These were Jospeh’s thoughts,
as he drifted off to sleep.
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And he woke up,
and remembered something about an angel…

and Mary…
and there was that name again,

Jesus.

As he washed his face,
the whole thing came back to him.

And it was just like Mary had said.

What was he going to do now?

Angel or not,
it still sounds like a lot of nonsense.
It’s still got to be a tough pill to swallow

and it’s got to take a world of faith.

Yes to a marriage you aren’t sure is faithful.
Yes to a boy you know isn’t your own.
Yes to an angel that came in a dream.

It takes a lot to say yes to God.
It takes boundless faith

and miraculous thinking.
It takes a big heart

and a certain tolerance for risk.

It takes a lot to say yes to God.
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God ain’t easy to believe in.
Anybody who tells you otherwise

hasn’t been paying attention.
Anybody who tells you otherwise,

hasn’t been reading their Bible.

Israel wandered,
David schemed,
Jacob wrestled,
and the first two got lost right in the beginning.

All it took was for that devil of a snake
to look at them and say,

“are you sure that’s what God meant for you to do?”

Who can answer “yes” to that question?
Who among us is really SURE about God?
When was the last time you were certain

about what God was asking you to do?

And when you were,
when you got that bit of clarity,

didn’t you have at least a few folks
coming up alongside you,

shining up an apple and asking,
“are you sure that’s what God means for you to do?”
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Joseph is asked to believe the impossible.
But the whole thing is impossible, really.

Is it really possible
to forgive as we would like to be forgiven?

Is it really possible
to love our neighbors as ourselves?

Is it really possible
to let go of all our attachments,

to money,
to comfort,
to status and privilege;

is it possible to let all that go
and follow after Jesus?

I don’t know.
But I know it’s not easy,

and I won’t pretend that it is.

I also know
that generosity and vulnerability

are what God is calling us to,
and I won’t pretend that it’s not.
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Jesus is calling us to take up our cross, daily,
and follow him.

I don’t pretend that I know what that means.
But I also can’t pretend that he didn’t say it.

It’s impossible.
But impossible is what we have been called to believe,

the impossible is what God is calling out of us
all the time.

It’s impossible to imagine being Joseph:
dreaming an angel
and believing the impossible truth.

It’s impossible to imagine being those disciples,
dropping their nets,
leaving their jobs and their families,

and following Jesus down the beach.

Isn’t it impossible
to imagine a father running up the road,

embracing his good-for-nothing son,
before he even asks forgiveness?

Isn’t it sometimes impossible
to believe that God loves us that much?

Isn’t it impossible
to believe that God loves everybody that much?
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It’s impossible,
and I won’t pretend that it’s not.

So let’s give Jospeh a break.
Because the whole thing has always been impossible.

After all,
that’s why we are here.

We just KNOW
that somebody crucified,

dead,
and buried,

we won’t ever see them again.

It would be impossible;
it’s just a lot of nonsense.

But the tomb is empty…
and Jesus is loose…
and he keeps asking the impossible.


